MOHAMMED   AND    CHARLEMAGNE
must agree that as commerce diminished the indirect taxes—that
is, the tolls or dues—must have diminished in proportion. Now,
as we have already seen, the decline of commerce must have begun
about the year 650, a date which exactly corresponds with the
progress of anarchy in the kingdom. The pecuniary resources of
the king had certainly diminished enormously by the end of the
yth century. We have a curious proof of this in the fact that in
695 the king gave the villa of Massigny to the Abbot of Saint
Denis in return for the surrender by die latter of a perpetual pension
of 300 solidi which he was drawing from the treasury. Thus the
king preferred his monetary resources to his land.1
We cannot doubt that these resources depended principally upon
tolls imposed on the circulation of merchandise. The collection of
such tolls was infinitely easier than the collection of the land tax,
and met with hardly any resistance. There is no evidence that the
bishops intervened in this connection. However, the land tax was
certainly retained, as well as the tonlieu, but it yielded less and less.
No doubt the magnates, taking advantage of the increasing weak-
ness of the king, wrested from him an increasing number of
privileges of immunity. But it would be a mistake to regard these
immunities as the cause of the king's weakness; they were in
reality a consequence of it.
It seems evident, then, that the impairment of the treasury,
which had the effect of weakening the monarchy and the State,
was due above all to the increasing anaemia of commerce.2 Now
this was due to the disappearance of maritime commerce resulting
from the expansion of Islam along the coasts of the Mediterranean.
And the 'decadence of commerce must have been felt especially in
Neustria, where the commercial cities were situated. This explains
1	h. pirenne, Le Cellarium fad, bulletin db la classe pbs lettres pb
l'acadimib royale de belgique, 1930, p. 202.
2	The reader must not imagine that I am exaggerating the importance of
commerce. Regarded from the absolute point of view it was doubtless small
enough; but the commerce of the Middle Ages was not very extensive, yet
consider what resulted troni the prohibitions efiecting English wools, for
example, in the I3th and I4th centuries!
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